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BENEDICT ARNOLD is, arguably, the greatest traitor in American history. Serving in the 

Continental Army as a trusted Major General under George Washington in America’s 

Revolutionary War against the British, Arnold—angry and frustrated over the way he was being 

overlooked for promotion by the Continental Congress and not given credit for his valiant 

actions in the war—betrayed his country by joining the British Army. For his betrayal, Benedict 

Arnold was ignominiously branded as the greatest traitor in American history . . . and rightly so. 

 

What kind of numbers are associated with such a traitor? Let’s take a look at Arnold’s numbers, 

remembering, however, that all numbers and number patterns (IR Sets, for example) are dual in 

nature, capable of manifesting positive or negative energies. Arnold’s numbers are specific to 

him. All traitors don’t necessarily have the exact same numbers. However, Arnold’s numbers 

certainly and clearly offer an example of his traitorous behavior. 

 

Note: Bill O’Reilly’s TV series “Legends & Lies: The Patriots—Benedict Arnold, American 

Traitor” on FOX Business gives a noteworthy account of America’s greatest traitor. 
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BASIC MATRIX 

 

As we see in Arnold’s Basic Matrix, only three numbers define him—9, 8 and 1. In simple single 

words this 9-8-1 triad manifests as power (9), success (8) and ego (1). 

 

BASIC MATRIX 

BENEDICT ARNOLD 

Born: 14 January 1741 
 

Roots  Lifepath Expression PE Soul M/S Nature M/N Voids 

 UMBRELLA DESIRES PERSONALITY  

Simple 9 9 9 8v 44-8v 1 55-1 7v & 8v 

General 18 63 81 26 44 37 55  

Specific 27 126 153 35 62 91 118  

Transition na na na na na 10 10  

 
 

Umbrella: 9/(9)/9—IR Set (Influence Reality) 

The #9 is labeled as the “Grand Elemental” in the King’s Numerologytm. Nine is powerful. It 

rules. It is charismatic. It is dominate and can be domineering. Nine loves but unlike the 'six', it 

loves impersonally and is, therefore, not a personal vibration but a public one. Therefore, it is the 

number of fame and recognition. Positive Nine is humanitarian, philanthropic, philosophical, 

educational, broadminded, understanding, compassionate, generous, tolerant, magnanimous, 

volunteering. Negative Nine is the overbearing boss, the tyrant, dictator, obnoxious person 

broadcasting his life to the world on his cellphone while standing in line at the grocery store or 

wherever. (https://www.richardking.net/numart-n09.htm) 

 

The #9 in the Lifepath or LP (derived from one’s birth data) expresses a life journey focusing on 

the Lessons, Influences, Subjects and Themes (LIST) of one’s life. Basically, the #9 is the script 

of a person’s life. 

 

The #9 in the Expression or Exp (the individual’s full birth name) signifies a person who is 

powerful, dynamic, charismatic, rulership oriented. Since the #9 contains all the single numbers 

1 through 9, its energies are universal. They can be manifested as benevolent or malevolent. The 

#9 in the Expression can be considered as the actor/actress. 

 

The #9 in the Performance/Experience or PE is a blend of the LP and Exp (LP + Exp = PE). The 

PE is the performance given by the actor (Expression) reading a script (LP). 

 

To have an Umbrella of all #9s signifies a saturation of extreme power, universality, dominance, 

notoriety and a big life. The #9 wants to rule and sit on its throne. It can be benevolent (good and 

loving) or malevolent (bad and hateful)—the two sides of its energetic coinage. Such a #9 

saturated Umbrella generates an extreme test of a person’s life, which, for better or worse, will 

not be a small life, quite the contrary. It is a “testing life” of power. This #9 Umbrella was a 

major player in the traitorship of Benedict Arnold, but that’s not all. There’s more. 
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Soul Layers: 8v/(9)/8v—IR Set (Influence Reality) 

The Soul Layers (Soul & Material Soul [MS]) speak to the needs, wants, desires and motivations 

of the individual. Arnold’s 8 in both his Soul and MS reveal an individual who desires and wants 

success, social esteem, money, engagement, interaction, involvement and orchestration.  

 

A major problem, however, is that Arnold has an 8 void (8v), which means he has no H, Q or Z 

in his natal name. Thus, his 8v energy can manifest not as engagement but disengagement, which 

perfectly identifies his action of cutting the cord of his American ties, i.e., committing treason. 

 

Furthermore, the 44-8 in Arnold’s Material Soul describes an individual who wants to lead and 

be in charge. The King’s Numerologytm describes the 44-8 energy as the “Generalship” energy. 

In fact, the numbers of the word “general” create a Master number of 44-8! Famous generals 

such as George Patton, Douglas McArthur, George Armstrong Custer, Ulysses S. Grant and 

Jefferson Davis, all have the 44-8 in their charts, as do such famous people as Thomas Jefferson, 

Mother Teresa, Tony Blair, Helen Keller, Pearl S. Buck and others. 

 

As you’re most likely noticing, in Arnold’s 44-8 the 8 is void, so it should be ciphered as 44-8v, 

which adds the possibility of his management skills being somewhat comprised and left wanting. 

 

Also of note is that Arnold’s Soul Layers are ciphered as 8v/(9)/8v, thus doubling the power of 

the 8 void itself. This “doubling effect” occurs when the first number (in this case the 8v of his 

Soul) filters through his 9 Lifepath of domination and power to create the 8v outcome M/S. In 

such an IR Set, the third cipher in the equation (the one on the far right) will always be stronger 

than the one on the far left because of its blending with the 9’s energies. What this 8v/(9)/8v IR 

Set does is create a potential condition of “disconnective power,” which Arnold’s life exhibited. 

 

 

Nature Layers: 1/(9)/1—IR Set (Influence Reality)  

The Nature Layers (Nature and Material Nature [MN]) reflect an individual’s personality and 

way of doing things. The 1/(9)/1 Nature Layer manifests as ego and power; action and 

aggression; initiation, independence and ruthlessly blind ambition. The 1/(9)/1 IR Set has great 

leadership (1) and universal (9) potential. But, once again, there are two sides to every number or 

number pattern and the opposite side of the 1/(9)/1 can be ruthlessly dominating (9) and self-

serving (1), totally unconcerned with anyone else. 

 

Also of note is that Arnold’s Material Nature has a 55 root to its 1 crown. This makes him 

adventurous, mercurial, versatile, unpredictable and hard to control. No number is harder to 

control than the 55-1. It is pure motion and fire—the only pure fire binary Master number in the 

Alpha Numeric Spectrum. The 55-1 is freedom-loving and can be a wild card. Uncertainty is one 

of the 55-1’s attributes. Coupled with his basic 1 Nature, the 55-1 M/N makes Arnold totally 

unpredictable, self-centered, independent, a lone wolf and maverick. He’s his own man, clearly. 

 

NAME TIMELINES 

 

First Name Benedict: 8v/(9)/8v 

What is fascinating is that the name “Benedict” is an 8, which resonates with the desires of his 

Soul (8) and Material Soul (8), which of course are voided. When this 8v of “Benedict” merges 
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with his 9 Lifepath filter, the outcome IR Set is another 8v/(9)/8v. Thus, his first name, Benedict, 

Soul Layer and Material Soul Layer generate an intensive tristack of the 8v/(9)/8v energy field. 

 

Surname: Arnold: 1/(9)/55-1 

And how strange is this? The surname “Arnold” is a 1 with an IR Set of 1/(9)/55-1! This 

resonates perfectly with his 1/(9)/1 Nature Layer and his 1/(9)/55-1 Material Nature Layer, 

which reinforce his energy of self (1) and power (9). Just as his 8v/(9)/8v created its tristack, so 

the 1/(9)/55-1 energy generates its own tristack. 

 

What are the possibilities of a person’s birth name energies matching perfectly with his Basic 

Matrix energies of the Soul, Material Soul, Nature and Material Nature? The probabilities are 

huge. In its forty-two year history the King’s Numerologytm, has never seen such a combination. 

It is basically unheard of, at least until now. Furthermore, such a combination is associated with 

the greatest traitor in American history. Obviously, Benedict Arnold and the numbers of his 

Basic Matrix and Name Timelines are not happenstance. Arnold’s numbers perfectly reflect his 

actions, and this does not even take into account the numbers of his Life Matrix and other 

timelines and components. Is all this coincidence? Of course not. Such is the amazing divine 

nature of life and numbers! 

 

VOIDS 

There are two voids in the name Benedict Arnold: #7 and #8, ciphered as 7v and 8v. The 7v 

occurs in the absence of the letters G, P and Y. The 8v occurs in the absence of letters H, Q and 

Z. This 7v-8v duo played a major role in Arnold’s traitorous destiny. 

 

The 7v can manifest as a lack of discretion, study, thought, analysis, introspection, research, 

examination, not being thorough and not dotting the “Is” or crossing the “Ts.” 

 

The 8v runs the risk of disconnecting rather than connecting; disengaging rather than engaging; 

dis-involving rather than involving; being uncoordinated rather than coordinated; not working 

well with others as well as an inability to look at the whole picture of a problem or condition.  

 

SUMMARY 

The destiny of Benedict Arnold is clearly revealed in only four numbers—1, 7v, 8v and 9. This is 

rare, indeed. But then again, also rare is being the greatest traitor in American history. 

 

Benedict Arnold’s Umbrella of 9/(9)/9, Soul Layer of 8v/(9)/44-8v, Nature Layer of 1/(9)/55-1, 

name of “Benedict”—8v(9)/8v and surname of “Arnold” with its 1/(9)/55-1—all perfectly 

describe him and his actions. The lust for power (9), desire for generalship and command (44-8) 

driven by an enormous self-serving ego (1), all aided by a 7v and 8v, manifested as one of the 

greatest traitors in world history. It was no accident. For Benedict Arnold such was his fate, a 

destiny clearly revealed in his numbers! 

~finis 

© Richard Andrew King 

 

Website: https://www.richardking.net 

Email: arichking@att.net  | Mailing address: PO Box 3621 – Laguna Hills, CA 92654 
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